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Note: Questions for discussion for all stories are available on page 237 of the book, Fifty 
Shades of Grace. For discussion questions for particular stories, see below.

In A Flash
1. Janet Berg’s story reminds us that seemingly “little” actions like those of the conductor 

can have significant impact. What are some relatively low effort things we can do to be 
agents of God’s grace?

2. Christopher Kennedy Lawford talks about “being open enough and surrendered enough” 
to allow grace to enter his life. What does that mean? How do we learn surrender?

3. Hannah Heinzekehr suggests that offering grace to ourselves may be one of the hardest 
things we are asked to do.  How do you offer grace to yourself?

4. Jenn Esbenshade writes that sometimes “daily episodes of life are colored by God’s some-
times sneaky interventions.” What “sneaky interventions” of God have you observed this 
week?

5. Ryan Dueck identifies “our common humanity.” Think of a person very different from 
yourself—maybe someone you differ from theologically or racially or politically. How 
can you find your “common humanity”? 

6. Ryan Dueck suggests that “grace shows up in the cracks.” What might he mean by that?
7. Being able to offer hospitality of the kind Alan Stuckey describes is a great gift. Think of 

places in your church or community where hospitality is needed and about how you can 
provide it.

Bridge
1. Melodie Miller Davis writes about her father’s “bridge of grace to help someone in a 

ditch in spite of normal Sunday rules.” His faith led him to break religious rules to help a 
person in need. What are some ways our religious rules might sometimes inhibit the flow 
of grace? 

2. John Powell experienced hostility and disappointment from the Mennonite church that 
led him to leave. At a later point he returned. What experiences of estrangement and 
reconciliation have you had?

3. Sarah Thompson tells of a time that God guided her to say the right thing. Share similar 
experiences.

4. Lou Gomez writes that he felt pulled in several directions and had to think about who 
his real boss was. In what ways can seemingly conflicting loyalties keep us from building 
bridges?

5. What are some ways you have had the grace to build bridges?



Grace Beyond Death
1. Owen Burkholder writes, “Long-term grace for Elsie, Jimmie, and for me. I’m looking 

forward to seeing them again someday.” How does the expectation of seeing people in 
heaven bring grace into your life even now?

2. Carol Penner tells of suddenly and completely being filled with love for a woman she had 
disliked. Share similar stories when attitudes or perceptions changed instantly or when 
they changed more slowly.

3. Compare and contrast Nancy Witmer’s experience about making a definite decision to see 
God at work in her brother’s life with Carol Penner’s experience of a “whoosh.” 

4. Anita Hooley Yoder says, “I really hadn’t done anything. Something had been done 
through me.” What is the relationship between “exerting effort and waiting to be used”?

5. Rhoda, in Janet Gehman’s essay, comments that seeing God’s grace for her led her to ask 
what she should do for God. What might experiencing God’s grace motivate you to do?

6. The stories of the Lombardo family suggest different ways of finding faith. Share the 
diverse stories of how different people in the discussion have found faith.

Loving
1. Steve Carpenter tells of many ways he experienced grace, yet he makes the statement, 

“After Cindy’s numerous indiscretions, I could extend grace no further.” What might he 
have meant by that statement? When should extending grace have limits?

2. Ruben Chupp says becoming a grandparent is an amazing thing. If you have children or 
grandchildren, talk about the ways they have brought joy to your life.

3. When given the opportunity to reunite with family after seventy years, Lovella 
Shellenberger’s father commented, “God's love made this possible.” How can we culti-
vate such an awareness?

4. Joanne Klassen writes about her brother Don. Think of times you have said, “I just don’t 
know what to do.” Is Don’s approach—“Just ask”—helpful as a way to overcome the 
hesitancy of not knowing what to do, or the fear of doing or saying the wrong thing?

5. Ruth Meyer writes of the gift of grace her dying husband left her when he encouraged 
her to marry again. Think of how you can bestow grace and give release and freedom in 
times of difficult separations. 



Pain
1. John Perkins talks about bargaining with God. When, if ever, do you think that is appro-

priate?
2. John Perkins was able to forgive the ones who tortured him, but many people who have 

had lesser wrongs done to them find forgiveness difficult. How can we develop the ability 
to forgive?

3. Sena Friesen Meilleur writes of her difficulty in believing that she was worthy of forgive-
ness. Do you struggle with the same thing? How might you move beyond that doubt?

4. Gordon Houser writes, “I did not lose my faith in God, but in the image of God I carried 
within me.” Reflect on the images of God we carry. Which ones are helpful and enriching? 
Which ones lead us in wrong directions?

5. Have you ever yelled at God? Discuss when and why. Also read Psalm 88; 42:9; and 10:1. 
What do these psalms add to your understanding of anger and God? 

6. John Eby writes, “In a way, her [Joyce’s] strong will made grace happen.” Do we have a 
role in “making” grace happen, or is that a misunderstanding?

7. Reflect on the journey Bud Welch took to being willing to take a public stand against 
the death penalty for convicted bomber Timothy McVeigh. What journeys of forgiveness 
might God be asking of you?

Reconciliation
1. Why is it so hard, as it was for Ann Witman, to confront persons face to face with whom 

we have a disagreement?
2. David Chow writes about his call to missionary service and the opposition of his father. 

Have you ever felt called to something to which others expressed opposition?
3. Bruce Stambaugh discusses the dilemma he faced as a conscientious objector opposed to 

war deciding whether or not to accompany his father on an honor flight for World War 
II vets. Identify other situations when extending grace to others may seem to contradict 
your deeply held convictions or might seem to condone wrong actions. What are some 
guidelines for how to make those decisions?



Trust
1. Gareth Brandt tells the story of his struggle to build trust after he was sexually abused as 

a child. How can trust be regained in other situations when it has been betrayed?
2. Edna Krueger Dyck found courage by hearing birds sing. Discuss times when God used 

birds or other signs to remind you of something like a Bible story to change your perspec-
tive.

3. Sandi Marr opens the door to talk about various ways we have experienced God’s provi-
sion when we saw no way out of a difficult situation. How have you experienced God’s 
provision during times that you’ve felt hopeless?

4. Alvin Enns struggles with questions we all ask: Why do coincidences happen? Why did 
it happen to me? Why did it not happen to me? Why do you think we feel the need for 
answers? Is it ever best to accept what happens without explanation?

Calling
1. Our social and economic structures separate us from people who are different from our-

selves. The stories Jim Wallis tells suggest a class discussion or personal reflection on ways 
we can respond to God’s call to serve the poor. How can we cross the boundaries that 
divide us?

2. Marty Troyer writes about being fired. His story opens for reflection a number of steps 
toward transformation. Few things raise as many questions and are as great a test of faith 
as following a call we are sure came from God only to fail at it or have it not work out. 
How have you dealt with similar disappointments in life?

3. Joanne Lehman faced a roadblock: math courses she needed to complete her degree. Do 
you ever let things like that gain control of you emotions?  How can we get around or 
over such fears?

Enough
1. Jodi Nisly Hertzler talks about taking a walk with her son when he was upset. What are 

ways you have found to relieve stress and recover calmness when you are frazzled?
2. Karen Anders writes that silence can be very revealing and even frightening; “It can also 

create space to hear the still small voice of God.” Share things you do to allow God’s 
voice to be heard.

3. Prayer is a staple of the Christian life. It is conversation with God, both to talk and to 
listen. Carrie Martens talks about praying with imagination. Reflect on her description 
and try her approach.

4. Sherah Leigh Gerber talks about “incorporating the gift of enough” into her life. She 
defines enough as “when my daily need is met and I can face the challenge of tomorrow 
with hope, faith and trust that yet again God will provide.” How do we develop that level 
of trust?



Support
1. Jennifer Delanty talks about finding mercy in the library when she had a long overdue 

fine for not returning a book. How have you experienced mercy in little and big ways?
2. Michelle Sinclair took a risk in climbing a mountain when she was poorly prepared for 

the difficulties she would face. Other climbers helped her, and by grace, she made it to 
the top. God depends on us to be agents of grace. What are some situations and who are 
some people in your life who need grace only you can bring?

3. Phil and Lois Kreider needed to move because of Phil’s cancer. Their house didn’t sell. 
Grace came in the form of a phone call from a friend offering to buy their house. Grace 
is a gift of God, but often God relies on us to make it operational. Who might you offer 
grace to today?

Blessing
1. Ron Adams writes, “Grace can do many things to us if we see it and pay attention.” 

Think about some of the reasons we do not see grace. What are ways that we can increase 
our sensitivity and remove the things that blind us?

2. Heather Derr-Smith tells of a time that the Psalm 23 phrase “You prepare a table before 
me in the presence of my enemies” literally became true. Discuss times when, by grace, 
you were able to cross boundaries to find God’s presence.

3. Elsie Rempel survived a serious automobile accident and writes about celebrating the gift 
of grace to grow old. How might you begin to see growing old as full of opportunities to 
serve rather than something to fear or as something holding you back? 

4. Elizabeth Raid felt “stuck in life.” As she watched a flickering candle in silence, she 
remembered many signs of grace and became more intentional about finding silent space. 
Where and how can you exit the busyness that pervades life to hear the still, small voice 
of God?

5. Sarah Bixler writes, “I had grace for everyone except myself.” Why is it sometimes so 
hard to forgive ourselves and extend grace to ourselves? How is Sarah’s enormous loss 
similar to or different from Hannah Heinzekehr’s earlier story of grace for oneself after 
an embarrassing moment? How can we find grace for ourselves when we make mistakes?


